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#1 reason for installing solar:

Lower cost energy 
and mitigating future 
price risks

The city of Morris, MN installed 
150 kW DC across four sites, saving
$663,670 over 25 years.
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#2 reason for installing solar:

Environmentalism

According to the Iowa Utilities Board, 
23.72% of Iowa’s electricity came from 
burning coal in 2020
Plus another 11.8% from burning natural gas

Iowa Utilities Board
https://iub.iowa.gov/iowas - electric -profile
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#2 reason for installing solar:

Environmentalism

Quote from the Iowa Environmental Council:
In 2020, Iowa’s coal-fired power plants 
released more than 17.3 million tons of 
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, 
representing economic harm ranging 
from $884 million to $2.3 billion dollars
https://www.iaenvironment.org/newsroom/energy - news/iec - 2021-condition - of- the-state
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#2 reason for installing solar:

Environmentalism

77% of Iowa voters are more likely to 
support candidates who favor increasing 
funding for renewables.

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/news - events/poll - iowans- on- board -with -
climate - action - as- impacts - hit- home/
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Speaking broadly, a job in the green 
energy sector pays $2 above the 
national average.
https://www.brookings.edu/research/advancing - inclusion - through - clean - energy - jobs/
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#3 reason for installing solar:

Stimulating the local 
economy and creating 
well - playing green jobs

Many occupations within the clean 
energy economy tend to have lower 
educational requirements too.
https://www.brookings.edu/research/advancing - inclusion - through - clean - energy - jobs/



1. The advantages of solar power

#3 reason for installing solar:

Stimulating the local 
economy and creating 
well - playing green jobs

50% of workers attain no more than 
a high school diploma yet earn more 
compared to other industries.
https://www.brookings.edu/research/advancing - inclusion - through - clean - energy - jobs/
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2. How Solar Works

vSolar cells

Rigid aluminum frame

Tempered Glass

Insulating back sheet

Cells are suspended in 
an encapsulant material

Junction box
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1. It all starts with a conversation 

2. “Can you share 12 months of utility bills?”

3. “What are you hoping to accomplish at this site?”

4. Solar Specialist performs a site analysis

5. Review and sign project proposal

3. Implementing Solar

Program Design
Design & Engineering
Permitting
Construction
Interconnection
Operation 
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2. “Can you share 12 months of utility bills?”

3. “What are you hoping to accomplish at this site?”

4. Solar Specialist performs a site analysis

5. Review and sign project proposal

Everything up to this point should be 
a complimentary service. 
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Program Design
Design & Engineering
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Interconnection
Operation 

The solar developer’s Project Design Engineer builds the 
construction plans.

You, the client, are not responsible to perform any action.
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Interconnection : The point in time when the solar array is 
connected to the electrical grid, performed by the utility 
company (not the solar installer). This operation requires a 
brief shutdown of the building’s electricity, which is 
coordinated with the utility company. Interconnection allows 
for a two - way flow of electricity.

Commissioning : Before the system can be considered officially 
installed, a round of testing called commissioning must be 
carried out to guarantee everything is working properly.
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3. Implementing Solar

Program Design
Design & Engineering
Permitting
Construction
Interconnection
Operation 

Online monitoring of solar performance is made available. 

Routine service is performed as outlined in the proposal. 
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Cash Purchase
Solar Loan
Power Purchase Agreement
Solar Lease

4. Project Financing



Eligible for 
Direct Pay

Adds Value 
to Property

Zero Money 
Down

Return on 
Investment (ROI)

Cash Yes! Yes Best

Solar Loan Yes! Yes Better

Power Purchase 
Agreement Yes! Least

Solar Lease Yes! Least

































5. Getting Started
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This is a construction project: Lower prices 
still come with a  cost.

Is the compa ny licensed a nd insured?

Wha t ca n you indica te a bout their reputa tion 
a nd credibility?

Are they going to sta nd behind their work?

Are they receptive to questions a bout 
workma nship a nd wa rra nties?

When considering the 
right solar partner
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Look for red flags before a contract is signed:

• They are ready to pitch a solar solution before 
getting your utility bills

• The proposal includes “top - tier” or “tier - 1” 
components but they don’t identify the specific 
components.

• Ambiguous or nonexistent language around 
warranties.

• Estimated savings is based on an assumption 
of utility rates rising faster than 3.5% annually.

• No accounting for panel degradation.

• Pricing outline assumes grant funding that is 
not yet secured.

• The pitch presentation includes photos like these.

When considering the 
right solar partner
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Is the project going into an area with an economy that’d 
been supported by fossil fuels?
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Investment Tax Credit 
30% the total project cost. Includes battery storage projects.

Production Tax Credit
Currently the PTC is a 2.6¢/kWh credit for electricity 
produced and sold over a ten - year window. It will go up over 
time and for the first time the credit is available to solar.

Direct Pay
Non- profits, municipalities, and co - ops can now 
receive direct payments for ITC on their projects. 
A major win for municipal governments!

ITC Inventive “Multipliers”
Using "Made in America” components?
Are the raw materials sourced from America?
Is the project going into an area with an economy that’d 
been supported by fossil fuels?
Or in low - income areas? 
There are added incentives for each of these and more.

The Inflation Reduction Act: Benefits for Cities

A revival of American manufacturing
The IRA positions the US a s the ma nufa cturer
of the components in renewa ble energy (like 
sola r pa nels) for the whole globe. 

Grants for Municipalities 
For a ir pollution monitoring in public schools,
Zero- emission school buses, ga rba ge trucks, 
tra nsit vehicles, a nd more.



We’re advancing America’s transition
to ca rbon- free energy.

Thank you!



We’re advancing America’s transition
to ca rbon- free energy.

Marilyn Hardy
VP, Business Development
952- 698- 1709
ma rilyn.ha rdy@ bluehorizonenergy.com
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